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About This Game

Ancient legend tells the story of a heroic Ladybug on a Quest to save her village from a mysterious dark figure. Join her and
uncover the secrets of the Mushroom Grove and beyond in this completely original platformer that will challenge you to your
very core with deadly creatures, intense parkour, epic boss battles and much more! Don't be fooled by the bright colors and

cheerful environments, this is hardcore experience crafted only for the most skilled of gamers.

Game Features:

Play as a Ladybug
22 Challenging Levels
5 Unique Regions to Explore
4 Epic Boss Battles
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7 Story Cinematics to Uncover
 Hardcore Replayability

About Us:

We are Tiger Studios, a small Indie Game company based out of Canada, focused on creating quality content and having a
strong impact in the world of Indie gaming. Ladybug Quest has been in development for 4+ years and was made with utmost

care to detail and a passionate love for gaming!
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Title: Ladybug Quest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
NinjaISV, TigerNDV
Publisher:
Tiger Studios
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 1.6 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities.

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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miraculous ladybug quest. ladybug quest game. ladybug quest. miraculous ladybug questions. ladybug quest steam. ladybug
quest gameplay. ladybug questions. grouchy ladybug questions. miraculous ladybug questions and answers. questionnaire
ladybug. the grouchy ladybug questions and answers

This was the first game that I bought. I had to play it after watching play throughs of it on YouTube and I've been enjoying it.
Now that I've played through all the characters I thought of some things that they should do next even though they finished the
final two characters. They need to make couples play through now. Because they told a lot of info about how the characters are
doing after the storm. I like to know how Steph and Dina are loving together or Dan and Fred being parents, Dans idea of an
amusement park or how Lexie is going to start a family with Zara.. Fun, but could use a larger online playerbase (not a problem
if you have friends to play with). This game is difficult in my opinion...But I guess thats part of the fun!. Not worth the money.
Too fiddly, and I got bored straight away. Would really like my money back... Pretty decent game for the price. It's legend of
grimrock light and does it pretty damn well. It only takes about 4 hours to complete the game on normal and has a
straightforward battle system. There are a lot of things hidden on walls so being aware of your surroundings helps a lot. A very
basic and quick game which has a surprising amount of challenge outside of combat.
Comparatively to other games at $5 on sale, it's below their quality. For a game that opens with a story, it's lacking after the
initial opening.
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Sometimes in this game, you know the game over on the next screen is inevitable no matter what you do. And that's pretty much
the point.. Go buy it <3. Very nice set.. This is easily the kind of game that when you have a friend over and a spare controller,
you just look at them for a moment, start up the game, and say "Don't ask any questions."

Now, let me explain. This game is not like other games at all. Yes, it is a fighter game like Smash Bros. or Brawlhalla, but not in
the way you expect. It has a fairly similar concept to those games, except they put ragdoll physics in, and wow, these ragdoll
physics make the game. Even the walk cycles remain bent to the ragdolls. This doesn't limit your control though, not at all, in
fact. It only creates the hilarity in this game. In case you were wondering, you will laugh playing this game, especially with
friends. The game is definitely made for local multiplayer, but it does feature online play. There is no singleplayer campaign,
however.

However, in a 2D fighter, the combat has to be great. This game succeeds that in spades. Every punch you make has a huge
weight behind it, as the color of the stick figure you hit flies out of them. However, the game isn't derived on punching and
kicking combat. In fact, one of the main features of the game is it's wide variety of guns. Guns with huge knockback (both on
yourself and the player you hit it with), guns that have amazing accuracy, and many many more. Most games like this usually
have items like these that give advantages turned off, but this game's items are perfect. Each gun is very different from
eachother, and each has their own little mechanic that makes them stand out. Take the sniper rifle, that has a laser sight and can
pretty much one hit kill anybody if you're able to make the bullet hit. Also take the minigun, a weapon that has a huge spread of
bullets, but will send the person flying back in the opposite direction of where you're shooting it. You can even use it to fly.
Now, you may be wondering: "It'd probably be hard to aim with ragdoll physics." It's not at all. The gun tracks where you're
moving and when you move your mouse, and that goes for all attacks. It can lead to some pretty clutch moments with aim and
the like.

The only big flaw about this game is it's large quantity of bugs. Bugs like maps loading incorrectly to where there's no floor, or
the game not registering people being killed. A lot of the guns can make the game completely unplayable. However, you will
mostly find those playing online, however some still show up in the local gamemode. Still, if you can get behind those times
where the game just decides not to work for you, this is a very fun and silly game at heart. I give this game a solid 7/10. It likely
won't be your most played game, but it's a nice distraction, especially if you got a buddy with you. "Do not ask questions", just
grab a buddy and check it out if it sounds like you'd like it.. VN with beautiful arts and somewhat interesting story. Also the
options given doesn't change much only couple of sentences, which is rather disappointing

For rating I'll say 6/10 could be better. well worth the money just please fix the path finding.... I'll recommend this if you're a
fan of the genre. This may seem like a dumb advice, but here's my point :

You may really like it if you're a fan of the 2D sidescroller game, otherwise not so much. Why ? because
this game, though a very good platformer, doesn't appeal to the regular gamer. It does write a long
love-letter to old 2D platformer (and a very nice one, might I add), but won't be a general gaming
experience you shouldn't miss.
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